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"LECTIO"

de Man's Imperative

It is not certain that there can be a science of literature.
If the goal of literary scholarship (Literaturwissenschaft) is understood

t? be the systematic clarification of all the specifically literary aspects of
literature, then one is inclined to treat this specificity as a riddle that can
be solved by the translation ofliterary figures into the generally compre-
hensible language of science. Literary language is then declared to be a
systematic distortion of a normal language with lirerary scholarship
operating as its orthopedic agent. Should the process of decoding-

a

process the epistemological presupposition of which is the general va-
lidity of linguistic rules of composition along with their usag

e
- meet

With failure, in terms of the positivistic ideal of knowledge this would
be only a momentary hesitation within the course of clarification, a
hesitation that technical refinement or further improvement of the de-
coding cutlery could ameliorate. Pursued in this way, literary scholarship
is essentially in the business of rehabilitation: it strives to recuperate all
deviations, whether historical or formal, within the rationality of the
present or in view of a more enlightened furure. The basic premises for
the science of literature-the epistemological premise that there are
general rules of comprehension and the corresponding historiographical
premise thar language must be used in accordance with these rules-ex-
clude the possibility that literature will ever be known as literarure. This
kind of literary scholarship is not a science ofliterature; it is more or less
clandestinely a science against literature.
The type of literary scholarship concerned with literarure as a spe-
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cifically aesthetic phenomenon shares at least one fundamental trait with
the Structural and historicizing philology that aims for clarification-
namely, the conviction that literary texts are the sensible presentation of
a meaning or a meaningful structure. Literary scholarship of this sort
pays less attention to the meaning of a text and the possibility of its
general mediation and more to the constitution oflinguistic images and
figures in which meaning is Supposed to have attained concrete form.
But if the meaning is visibly given in the works themselves, if it can be
intuited, then nothing remains for this kind of scholarship but to revel
in the works) to set up a hedonistic cult of images) or to offer itself as
the maitre de plaisir to a holiday public. Not only in the now suspect
idealistic systems of aesthetics that center on the sensible appearances of
the Idea but also in the semiologically cultivated aesthetics of more
recent times does the pleasure of the text, guaranteed by the imaginary
correspondence between the movement of meaning and its linguistic
articulation, playa seductively dominant role. Indeed) the pleasure of
the text plays an ever greater role the more the literary text) relieved of
the burden of the Idea and the weight of referentiality, is declared in a
extremely diffuse sense to be a "free plat' of signs) the volatility of
which, so goes the claim, eschews any rigorous determination. If it ,is
seduced by an aestheticizing reduction of its objects, literary scholarship
ceases to be scholarship and becomes impressionistic literature.
It is not certain that there can be literary scholarship or a science of

literarure. The ground of its possibility would have to lie this side of the
nonn-oriented and aestheticizing reduction of literature carried out by
a concept of science modeled either on the natural sciences or on edify-
ing discourses. This ground would have to lie in the texts of literature
themselves. But in literary texrs this ground cannot simply lie there as
an abstract possibility of irs objectification by means of knowledge, and
it cannot lie there as mere passivity that) without resistance, yields to the
will to knowledge or the will to aesthetic pleasure; rather, this ground
must lie in the texts in such a way that a dimension of critical knowledge
of their Own constitution pertains to these texts themselves _ and indeed
pertains to them as texrs. Only if literary texrs are distinguished by the
articulation of a knowledge of themselves can a science of literature have
a foundation in the objects it srudies. But only if the knowledge of irself
articulated by literature has the propositional structure of an objective
knowing can this self-knowledge serve as a legitimate foundation for a
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literary scholarship that lays claim to objective cognition of its objeers.
What knowledge, then, speaks in literary texts, and in what figures? Is
this knowledge of such a kind that it speaks unequivocally and even
speaks at am Or is it a knowledge that negates its generality and its own
internal coherence? And if that is the case, what should scholarship seek
in the domain of literature? What must it avoid? What is the law of
literature's relation to itself, and what law determines its relationship to

reading'
Answers to these questions can be expected from only a very few

literary theoreticians of modernity. One of these was Paul de Man. The
answers he formulated or intimated will be discussed and pursued
through some of his texts. The questions are not de Man's, to be sure,
but they are questions that literary scholarship has to ask itself with
regard to its own possibility, and they are questions that can be deci-
phered in the very texts to which de Man's studies are devoted. Other-
wise, they would be idle questions and their authority would be ex-
hausted by the personal authority of the one who tried to pose them.
For only if it can be shown that these questions expose a dimension of
the literary texts themselves and that these texts are themselves con-
cerned with the possibiliry or impossibility of understanding and com-
ing to an understanding, of knowledge and knowledgeable action - only
then can one measure the proximity and distance between literature and
its science, between literary texts and literary scholarship. Only then is it
possible to determine whether, and in what sense, literary criticism can
have its foundation within literature.
With admitted naivete, de Man first localizes the problem of the

comprehension and the pleasure of literature at the thematic level. The
essay whose original title provided the name for de Man's second book,
"Proust er I'allegorie de la lecrure"-inAllegories of Reading the title dryly
reads "Reading (Proust)"-seeks an answer to this question in the scene
of reading found in the first volume of Proust's Recherche: "What does
A Ia recherchedu temp' perdu tell us about reading?" The sarne ques-
tion - a question that seems to pave the way for a movement of reflec-
tion but will in fact reveal itself as a mise en abyme - reemerges in the
Rousseau section of Allegories of Reading, above all, in the chapter that

I. Paul de Man, Allegorie; of Rtading (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1979),57;

hereafter, "AR:'
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complements the Proust essay and bears the title '\-\lJegory (julie)":
"What does the Nouvelle HewiSe have to tell us about the problematics
of reading1" (AR, 193). The Proust essay, initiated by the question of
reading as a theme of the Recherche, ends with the conclusion that a text,
whether it is assigned a place in literature or in literary scholarship, c~
only thematize reading under the sign of the impossibility of themati-
zation. Thematization presupposes the possibility of an unambiguous
referential relation of literary language. Since, however, the theme
"reading" can always be used in a text as a metaphor for something else
that would not be "reading;, it is impossible to ascertain whether,or ~ot
reading is in fact thernarized. Because no text can provide the cntefl~n
for a disrinction between the literal and the figurative meaning of Its
elements that would not irself succumb to the same undecidability, every
reading is exposed to the unsecurability of the referential relation, and
this inability to secure and ensure is only intensified when reading itself
becomes an element of a text, be it literary, exegetical, or theoretical, ~or
referential ambiguity then becomes a distinguishing mark of reading
itself, which can no longer be sure of the meaning that comes its .way.
However much reading may be thematized, it can never be certain of
its own thematic content: it can never be certain of itself Reading must
be read, if only for the sake of literary scholarship's self-assurance; but
reading cannot be read.

The specular structure of self-reflection in which the text strives to
assure itself of its own understanding and in which reading seeks to
guarantee its objective basis founders on the impossibility of determin-
ing without any doubt the referential status of the bond by which
reflection and the object reflected could cohere. In "Allegory (Julie), " de
Man draws the follOWing consequence: "Reading is a praxis that therna-
tizes its OWn thesis about the impossibility of thematization and this
makes it unavoidable, though hardly legitimate, for allegories to be
interpreted in thematic terms" (~ 209). In every case, the referential
intention of an assertion can be denied by indicating that its status couJd
be merely figurative. If literary language differs from the language of
science and the language of everydsy life, this difference is most con-
spicuous when it exposes the tension between the two possibilities of
language: to be referential or to be figurative. This exposition does not
smooth Over the antagonism between reference and figuration but in-
tensifies it. The critical analysis of literary texts that de Man calls the
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praxisof "reading" in the sentence cited above cannot in every case-and
neverin the limiting cases-decide between two functions of language,
the referential and the figurative. It is in principle exposed to the unde-
cidabilitybetween meaning and sign, what is meant and what is said,
thing and symbol. Wherever a text makes the reading of a text into a
"theme" and thereby offers a paradigm of self-reference that could guar-
antee the adequacy of literary scholarship with respect to its object, it is
precisely there that this "theme"-reading, understanding-can be a
metaphor for something else, and so in principle it exposes reading and
hence the science of literature to something other than itself and indeed
exposes it to its own impossibility. No text offers a ground for a positive
knowledge that would not already be set to withdraw from all presen-
tation-even from a negative presentation, the exposition of its with-
drawal. But the unsecurabiliry of its meaning is not an effect of the
temporal succession in which texts unfold, as phenomenological and
historico-hermeneutic approaches gladly assume, nor is it a consequence
of the historical distance between the text and its undersranding. On the
contrary, time and history are first opened up by the semantic indeter-
minaey of language. "Reading (Proust)" concludes with these words:
"As a writer, Proust is the one who knows that the hour of truth, like
the hour of death, never arrives on time, since what we call time is
precisely truth's inability to coincide with itself A fa recherchedu temps
perdu narratesthe flight of meaning, but this does not prevent its own
meaning from being, incessantly, in flight" (AR, 78).
De Man does not speak of the meaning of meaning. He speaks of the

flight of the meaning in which the flighr of meaning is thematized. This
flight of flight first opens up time and, with it, a world that, rom apart
by the rifts between the various signifying functions of language, can at
no moment coincide with the concept of the world that a thematizing
consciousness forms for itself. This consciousness is a thematizing con-
sciousness only because it itself takes flight from the tautologies of its
own self-confirmation. As is clear from the formulation of an "unavoid-
ably thematic interpretation; de Man again insists on the vocabulary of
necessity: this consciousness must take flight. In the Proust essay, deMan
writes in a paragraph devoted to the ambiguities of consciousness: "it
seems that the language is unable to remain ... ensconced and that ...
it has to rum itself out" (AR, 70; my emphasis). The episremological
meaning of this movement of consciousness into the external world lies
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in the fact that consciousness could find a guarantee for the truthof its
experiences only Outside itself Language can verify its referential func-
tion and secure one of its constitutive fimctions- its capacityformean-
ing-only in something other than itself "Like Albertine," de Man
writes, "consciousness refuses to be captive and has to take flight .and
move abroad" (AR, 71; my emphasis), The flight of consciousness mto
a world not mastered by its projections and independent of the schemata
of its language is subject to an imperative, an obligatory constraintthat
is not made less harmful by the assumption that only an entity that
suffers anxiety and knows the need for self-assurance can fall prey to It,
But this imperative of flight is not dictated by some vague need for
security; on the contrary, consciousness is subject to the imperativeas
an imperative of its own linguisticity: language has to save itself by
securing its capacity for meaning within a sphere posited as independent
of itself-of language, The imperative of flight into referentiality is an
imperative of language, It commands-and this makes for a confusmg
paradox-the abandonment of the uncertain basis of language in order
to seek in a supposedly nonlinguistic domain the stable ground for i~s
capacity for truth and the solid foundation for the knowledge that It
really is language after all. But access to this domain outside of language
can only be attained, problematically, by means oflanguage, becausethis
outside can be encountered in language onJyas a "theme;' that is, only
under an untenable premise and therefore no longer even as a criterion
of verification. Nor can this domain, which is not language and cannot
be indubitably represented in the phenomenalizing figures of discourse,
be definitively excluded from language, unless language is supposed to
be hypostatized into a self-sufficient play of internal references whose
capacity for meaning extinguishes itself into stale functioning. That
which is nor language and is therefore not a mechanically self-reprodnc-
ing code categorically announces itself in the command to abandon the
"inter~textual closure" of rhetorical and grammatical figures and "to
move abroad" (AR, 70), This command is neither a compulsion of
nonlinguistic reality) nor is it conferred by the language of repre.
senration, which in any case owes its existence to this command; it
speaks, rather, from the possibility of a rift that opens up between the
two, .and It speaks from the impossibility of maintaining with a priori
certainty the homogeneity of these spheres and thus me referential con-
tent oflanguage. The imperative articulates the difference between Ian-
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guage and its meaning. It articulates this difference in view of its reduc·
tion, to be sure, but the necessity of this imperative "to move abroad"
already signals the impossibility of completing the rask it poses. Every
science of literature and-since we cannot assume that one is possible-
every effort at critical reading is subject to this imperative, for the srruc-
ture of linguistic signs and their concatenation can never exclude the
possibility that, as the mere effects of chance, they are without distinct
meaning and all attempts to understand, to recognize, or to know arc

to be dismissed as mere pretense.
The imperative "to move abroad" is thus not simply an epistemologi-

cal one but issues from the unreliability of linguistic knowledge. It is an
imperative in the strict sense, a practical imperative that commands one
to fill up the lacunae in the strucmre of knowledge by turning toward
the world of action. In his essay on Proust, de Man points with unmis-
takable precision toward the ethical climension thar opens up in a brief
passage on reading in the first volume of the fucherche: "Mais rna
grand'mere ... vcnait me supplier de sortir?'2 The first time he mentions
the grandmother's request, de Man already intensifies its emphasis by
writing that grandmother forced Marcel to go outside, ((force a sortirf3
whereas the English version runs: "his grandmother orders him to go
outside" (AR, 58; my emphasis). In the second, more detailed reference
to this phrase, the grandmother's mode of speaking is "correctly" repro-
duced, although the first paraphrases are also "correct" with respect to
the effect of the request, and the issue here is not "correctness" but what
de Man perceived in this sentence. De Man's commentary lays great
emphasis on the imperative gesture with which the sentence is con-
cerned. In the first, French version of the essay, he writes: "Conrrc
l'imperarif moral de la bonne conscience, representi ici par Ia grand'mere
quisupplie Marcel de sortir, Marcel clair justifier son refus de 'renoncer
a la lecture' avec tout ce qu'elle com porte de joies secretes." Here, the
moral imperative that, like the imperative of consciousness, issues the
order "to go outside" appears as represented by the grandmother; by
contrast, the representability of the imperative has become a problem in

2. Marcel Proust, A la recherche dt, temps perdu) ed. P. Clarac and A. Ferre (Paris:
Bibliothequc de 101PIe-jade, 195+), I: 83; cf A Rnnembrance ofThiltgS Past, trans. C. K.
Moncrieff and Terence Kilmartin (New York: Vintage, 1981), I: 90.

3. De Man, Movements Premier, ed. George Poulet (Paris: Jose Corti, 1971.),1.32..

+. De Man, Movements Premier, 237; my emphasis.
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the English version, which speaks only of a speaking of the imperative
for which the grandmother has become the means: "Againstthe moral
imperative speaking through the grandmother who 'begs Marcel to go
outside; Marcel must justify his refusal to give up his reading" (AR, 6+;
my emphasis). Thus, for de Man, it is not an empirical grandmother
whom Proust may well have had in mind when he wrote this sentence;
rather, it is the grandmother as a figure of the text, speaking as the agent
of an imperative that the movement of the text itself brings forth. Con-
trary to the thematic suggestion of the narrative, this imperative is not
the imperative of a morality Nietzsche characterized as the morality of
conventional11UJresand Kant as mere observation of a rite; it is not an
imperative of conventions and dominant values but amore compulsory
imperative, independent of the intentions of an agent and the contin-
gent pressure of its historical or social position-an imperative imparted
as the commandment oflanguage and indeed as the commandment of
language to decide on its semantic status. No empirical or historical
authority-whether the psychological authority of the Grand Mother,
or the repressive authority of the grand institutions of state, church, and
diffuse ideology-can adequately represent the force of this impera~ve.
These empirical and thematic authorities, as figures of representation
and normative instances, conceal the aspect of themselves that the im-
perative puts to work; but this aspect is precisely what withdraws from
representation, inspection, and figuration. Its Structurebecomes appar-
ent only at the point where all attempts to grasp it conceptually or
figuratively, to localize it in institutions, and to bring it into consistency
with a determinate type oflanguage and its application break down. The
imperative of language speaks only in the break of language.
De Man describes this breakdown through the particular turns in the

passage on reading and its metafigurative self-commentary Here, Mar.
eel suggests that the act of reading, experienced in a specific ambiance
and at a specific time, can synthesize the interiority of subjectivity with
the external world into which his grandmother sends him _ the world
of irnaginanon With the world of reality, the sphere of passivity with that
of action. The synthetic totality would preserve the elements of these
oppositions in a purer form than the separate domains would allow.
Proust writes, according to the translation de Man offers in "Semiology
~d ~e~orjc"where he again discusses the same passage: "'it gave my
Lmagmatlonthe total spectacle of the summer whereas my senses if I, ,
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had been on a walk, could only have enjoyed it by fragments"' (AR, 14-).
The synthesis of the imagination, which for Proust and for a long history
of European aesthetics possesses a power of totalization greater than the
synthesis of the senses, finds its figurative correspondence in the trope
of metaphor: '''It was hardly light enough to read, and the sensation of
the light's splendor was given me only ... by the flies executing their
little concert, the chamber music of summer'" (AR, I). Synesthesia,
grounded in the substitution of light by the chamber music of the
flies-and thus in the language of metaphor-is the condition ofread-
ing: only in the light that the music of the flies sheds on the pages of his
book is Marcel able to read, understand, and bring into harmony the
divided realities of the world he experiences. Reading itself becomes for
him the event of metaphor. In reading, the contingent spatial and tem-
poral conditions within which this event takes place disappear and are
replaced by a necessary and essential relationship, lasting and immediate,
between the external world of sound and light, on the one hand, and
the inner world offantasy, on the other. Through the metaphor of the
chamber music, reading is thus "'connected to summer by a more nec-
essary link: born from beautiful days ... containing some of their es-
sence ... it guarantees their return, their actual, persistent, unmediated
presence'" (AR, I)). This necessary bond that links metaphor-and thus
synesthetic imagination-with the external world makes reading into an
act of subjective synthesis through which the whole world of appearance
and activity is supposed to comprise into a single moment of sound, and
it likewise makes reading into the experience through which the world's
duration, its reality, and the immediate presence of its meaning, beyond
its aesthetic character, is supposed to be secured. Reading-this incon-
spicuous, unseemly activity-becomes for Marcel a fundamental onto-
logical operation. Literary scholarship has contributed to the hyposrasis
of this operation, a hypostasis prepared long ago by an aesthetic and
literary tradition, and never more so than when it sees in texts like
Proust's the self-objectification of subjectiviry in the process of its pres-
entation and then takes over the task of delivering a corresponding
suggestion of self-assurance to the public through paraphrase. De Man,
whose critical stance is closer to the French and Anglo-Saxon tradition
of skeptical literary criticism than to the German tradition of "literary
science" infatuated with synthesis, remains aware of the difference be-
tween the theoretical statements of the text and its rhetorical praxis. His
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diagnosis runs: the text-this one, like every other-s-does not do what
it claims to do: "the figural praxis and the metafigural theory do not
converge" (AR, IS).
Metaphor in Proust's text can thus succeed in suggesting a phenome-

nal presence, the immediate meaningfulness, and the immediate neces-
siry of the totality it engenders; but it can do so only at the cost of
severing itself from the determinations of its context, by forgetting the
contingency of the specific situation that gives rise to it. De Man can
show that it is precisely at the point where the metaphorical strueture-
and with it, reading as an operation of metaphor-seems to reconcile
the opposition between meditation and action that linguistic forms of
contingency infiltrate this structure and obstruct the work of totaliza-
tion. De Man cites the following as such a point in Proust's text: "The
dark coolness of my room ... matched my repose which ... supported,
like the quiet of a motionless hand in the middle of a running brook,
the shock and the motion of a torrent of activity''' (AR, 13-14). The
metaphorical intention of this sentence nor only breaksdown because
the coolness of the brook stands opposed to the heated activity With,
which it is supposed to coincide; it also fails because the torrent dJaettvtte
that the motionless hand of the reader is supposed to support is an
image of contradiction, not of reconciliation. For, whereas the literal
sense of this expression connotes coolness, the figurative meaning of
intensive activity-which adheres to it not as a metaphor but as a
cliche-connotes the quality opposed to coolness, and this connotation
is only intensified by its association with torride, "hot" (AR, 66). Gram.
matical contiguity, figurative ambivalence, and the merely conventional
and utterly inessential character of the cliche dissolve the unity of the
metaphor, undermining its supremacy over the merely external,acoden-
tal nexus produced by metonymy. The connections that Marcel's text
establishes between the competing forces of his world are not necessary
but only contingent, not essential but accidental, not paradigmatic but
syntagmic and indeed atagmatic- if not simply asthmatic. Along with
the failure of reconciliation comes the failure of the attempt to appease
the imperativeto go into realityand to solve the ethical conflict between
reading and action.

Read0g, as a proc~ssof knowledge, aesthetic experience, and their
synthesis under the sign of metaphor, breaks down. Reading fails be-
cause the disparate elements it tries to bring together into a closed
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figure, structure, or form belong to a system of articulation different
from the one in which figures of totalization are possible. De Man's
rhetorical analysis remains largely determined by Jakobson's distinction
between paradigmatic and syntagmatic levels of linguistic utterances,
despite important extensions, radicalizations, and hints of a fundamental
critique. But in contrast to Iakobson, whose definition of the poetic
function of language is consistent in privileging metaphor, de Man
shows that metonymic relations of contiguity and contingency continu-
ally disturb the field of language and countermand every figure that
promises constancy, necessity, and the immediacy of meaning. The ele-
ment of contingency in the concatenation of signs is the unreliable and
uncontrollable ground of the metaphor that denies it. Even in terms of
the linguistic structures claiming to be paradigmatic, like torrent dJac-
tivitiJ one can distinguish a figurative and a literal meaning, which are
related to each other not paradigmatically but syntagmatically. Even in
the name and in the atom of the word, the sentence is at work, shattering
their unity. If reading is only possible under the assumption that it can
successfully gtasp the meaning inherent in the sign, then the fundamen-
tal contingency of the relation between sign and meaning condemns its
effort to failure and deprives readers of the illusion that they, tOO,could
experience the world of reality and action in the synthesizing act of
reading. That is why the sentence in Proust's text, "mais rna grand'mere
.. , venait me supplier de sortir" immediately follows the failed meta-
phor of the torrent dJaetivite. The imperative to go outside and discover
truth in action is governed by the law of metonymy and thus subject to
the law of an external and contingent bond-inconstant and momen-
tary, sanctioned by no higher law-between language and its meaning.
Even if it speaks through the figure of the grandmother and this figure,
by giving it form and direction, already indicates the illusory promise of
a possible reconciliation, the law to which both this imperative and the
figure of its agent subordinate themselves is still the law of the irrecon-
cilable disparity between the figurative and literal meaning of linguistic
signs: the law of the impossibility of identitying any epistemological
instance that could secure not only the meaning of language but even
its capacity for meaning and reference. It is the imperative of nonagree-
ment, disharmony, effective only as the dwnb and unseemly defaceme~t
of linguistic figures. It is not dictated by a transcendental subject; It
cannot be exhausted by figures or conventional rules, nor can 1t be
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accomplished by acts of consciousness. The law to which the imperative
is subject-the law of the law-makes this imperative into a linguistic
event that can appear in the world of figures disposed towards synthenc
totality and rational necessity only as a contingent force: as accident and
incident, as meaningless mechanical reperi tion, as groundless pasitin?,
as failure and disruption of the intentions of a self-willing will. Only III

this sense does necessity accrue to the imperative: not the internal ne-
cessity claimed by a consciousness, a will, a subject, or any other tran-
scendental agent, but the necessity of an accident that dashes evety hope
of securing a transcendental ground. Insofar as it shows that the coales-
cence of intuition and meaning in texts is illusory, the imperative is an
imperative of de-aestheticization. Insofar as the unensurability of mean-
ing speaks through this imperative, it is the imperative of undoing
meaning, of de-meaning. If reading is still possible, then it can take place
only in the aporia of unreadability articulated by literary texts them-
selves. In all writing and in all meaning this imperative is read: Sort de
fa lecture. Sort.

Ifliterary texts are characterized by the dissolution of their figurative
and, more precisely, metaphorical structure-and it can be shown that
this is a thoroughgoing characteristic of all literary texts of any rank-
then they are also characterized by their attempt to posit the pathos of
their negativity in place of the indubitable existence of a referent. In
"Allegory Uulie)/' de Man describes this movement of the restitution of
meaning through the power of its negation:

Th~~ery pathos of the desire (regardless of whether it is valorized
positively Or negatively) indicates that the presence of desire replaces
th~absence of identity and that, the more the text denies the actual
~X1Stenceof a referent, real or ideal, and the more fantastically fictional
I[ becomes, the more it becomes the representation of its own pathos
... pathos is itself no longer a figure but a substance. (AR, 198-99)

In the passage from the "Second Preface" to the Nouvelle Helofse toward
whi~hde Man turns his attention during his discussion of the intercon-
nec~on.between pathos and language, Rousseau writes: «Love is only
an~~10n ... ~tsurrounds itself with objects that do not exist or to
which It alone gives being; and as it renders all its feelings into images,
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its language is always figurative." The language of love does not corre-
spond to any object that it itself has not already projected through its
tropes. Its images and turns of phrases, its sentences and words, refer to
something that does not exist and that they cannot wholly produce
because they lack the ability to say it completely and effectively. A letter
dictated by love, Rousseau writes, "always says the same thing over
again, and has never been able to speak?' The language of pathos does
not speak but, almost in a stammer, only repeats its own incapacity to
speak. Its figures are not figures of an objective reality located some-
where beyond language but are figures of the incompleteness of all
objective worlds that could occupy the position of a referent, and indeed
they are figures of the impotence of their claims to referentiality- How-
ever much its essence lies in illusion, the language of pathos- of love,
longing, desire, or of anxiety and suspicion - is a language of disillusion-
ment about the referential capacity oflanguage. It obeys the imperative
of metOnymy that dissolves the metaphoric pretension of the unification
of reality and knowledge, of language and action. In de Man's formula-
tion, this negative activity renders pathos a "figure that disfigures, a
metaphor that confers the illusion of proper meaning to a suspended,
open semantic structure" (AR, 198). His language-no longer referential
but self-referential in a negative manner and therefore a language of the
interminable project of language-demonstrates its own illusory char-
acter; it is "the monster of its own aberration, always oriented toward
the future of its repetition" (AR, 198). The language of affects has the
power of disillusionment at its disposal only because it does not articu-
late something but only articulates its own speaking, because it no
longer articulates representations but only the form of representation
itself. To this extent, the figure of pathos is no longer a figure of pathos
but pathos itself; the figure is the substance and subject of language:
substance and subject arc nothing but figures. Because every referent
must appear illusory to this language, as the pure speaking of gliding
metonymy, because every referent constitutes an always transgressed
limitation, and because, for the language of pathos, the infallible ground

5. Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Omvrncomplttes) ed. B. Gagn~binand M.Raymon~(~s:
Pleiade, 1959), z: 15. De Man docs not, to be: sure, quote from this passage; but It strikes

me as central to his argument.
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and abiding meaning of its speaking appear only in this very language,
it is not merely the referent and figure of its discourse but is also the
form of the referentiality and figurality of speaking itself ..
Pathos, denuded of all empirical, individual affectivity and poslave

meaning, is sheer intentionality. In the texts of both Roussea~ and
Proust, pathos claims a transcendental function. The energy of inren-
tionality is hypostatized not only as the organizing principle of its texts
but, beyond that, as the only reliable ground of their comprehensibil-
ity- not ortly as the form of its speaking but also of its being heard and
perceived independently of any acts of consciousness. In the."Seco~d
Preface;' Rousseau writes: "If the force of feeling does not strike us, Its
truth touches us, and it is therefore what the heart knows how to sayto
the heart."' Not the power but the impotence of feeling- its truth, that
it is not the master of language and that no language could ever corre-
spond to it-links the subject of the discourse and the subject of under-
standing. The substantial figure of pathos, the figure of subjectivity
itself, is also the figure of immediate communication _ immediate be-
cause it excludes all figurative mediation. The language of pathos would
thus be the language of pure understanding in the medium of neganvrry.
In this language, no longer would a determinate intention be spoken
but rather intentionality itself; no longer would a determinate content
be communicated but rather pure communicability; no longer would
an empirical subject articulate itself but rather its subjectivity. Pathos
does not restore the transparency of language with respect to repre-
sentations or things; it speaks as the language of referentiaJityitself. Its
imperative, as the imperative of pure subjectivity, is at the same time that
of universalCommunicability in the mediwn of negativity. But precisely
to the same degree, it is no longer an imperative. Its negativity has
alreadyresolved the tension between what the imperative demands and
what the demand of this imperative fulfills; by resolving the tension
between what it assertsand the form of its assertion, it generates amore
potent homogeneity than even the synthesis of metaphor.
De Man d~ not Succumb to the seduction of negativity, a seduction

that presents Itself as the substratum of the subjectivity belonging to the
subject oflanguage. In this negativity he recognized one of the genera.
nve funCtIonsof texts destined to deny their Own contingency. He

6. Rousseau., 0e14J>n'I wmpihes, 2.: 15.
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writes: "Contrary to received opinion, deconstruetive discourses are
suspiciously text-productive" (AR, 200). This productivity of negative
pathos is not, to be sure, the productivity of organic extension and
fulfillment but that of the mechanical repetition of one and the same, as
it were, grammatical pattern. If literary texts unfold themselves both
thematically and according to their rhetorical structure as forms of dis-
illusionment and unveiling, of critique and self-critique, it is because
theycanpromise themselves and their readers a greater certainty in these
forms than in affirmative statements and reassurances; more precisely,
they offer the certainty of the unreliability of the world and of all asser-
tions that can be made about it. In this negative certainty, critical schol-
arship concerning literature also communicates with its objects. The
pathos of infinite self-denial is just as suspiciously productive for Iirerary
texts as for the texts of literary scholarship; traces of this pathos are
particularly noticeable in the Anglo-Saxon concept of literary criticism
and even more so in its practice. As de Man writes, scholarly texts are
also characterized by that "negative assurance that is highly productive
of critical discourse" (AR, 16). No matter how sober, pragmatic, and free
of illusions it pretends to be, evety mode of literary scholarship that
ascribesto itself such a docta ignorantia and erects upon its basis a system
of negative epistemology, negative hermeneutics, or negative dialectics
of literary works and their understanding will cultivate a logo logy of
pathos_ apathology that, uncritical toward its own concept of critique,
mechanically repeats the movement of intentionality rather than analyz-
ing and reading it as it is already analyzed in the texts to be read. If the
pathos of defiguration were actually the determining trait in the struc-
ture of literary texts, then, paradoxically, the one reading that would
correspond to its metonymic movement would be its metaphor. The text
and its scholarship would converge in a figure-the figure of permanent
defiguration-whose universality would erase its figurative character
and, in pure mediation, sublate both the text and its scholarship: both
"a text of desire as well as a desire for text" (AR, 289).
But the will to the text the text that wills itself-another version of

thewill to power-when it articulatesitself in the text, is no longer sheer
referentiality, no longer the mere figurativity that it thematizes i~elf as
("Love is only an illusion"); rather,it is a figure that must be subjected
to a decision concerning its referentialstatus in order for it to be under-
stood.. The assertion is that love is merely an illusion and can exclusively
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be spoken in figures, because its object possesses only a reality it itself
generates. This assertion, however radical the theory it enunciates about
literature as the language oflove, is above all a flat statement in a literary
text, a statement that could just as well be a strategic fiction in service
to the argumentative consistency of this text as a serious statement
intended to designate the real character of love. Just as there is n,o
definite criterion for the decision concerning these alternatives, there 15

no possibility of naming an ultimate ground for tbe determination of
the intentions of the author, who may have meant these statements qlllte
seriously but may jusr as well have limited this seriousness to tbe field
of a particular text or particular cases of its application. There is no word,
no sign -from whatever conventions oflanguage or action it may orIgI-
nate-that would not forfeit its strict semantic intention at the instant
it is posited and exposed to tbe possibility of being understood. But
neither word nor sign is thereby disburdened of irs semantic gravitation,
as de Man emphasized with singular clarity. For, if the referential content
of an utterance is also unreliable and Cannot be secured by any device,
the COntention that the utterance, once liberated from all referential
relations) is a free play of signifiers, would itself necessarily be referential.
No text has tbe power to exclude tbe possibility tbat it says tbe truth,
or at least something true; but no text can guarantee this truth because
every attempt to secure it must proliferate the indeterminacy of its
meaning. And tbis goes for the negativity of tbe language of patbos as
well. Precisely those things that want to nominate themselves as the
ultima ratio of literary discourse-the defiguration of figures, the infinite
suspension of reference toward pure referentiality, the sublation of sub.
jecrive intentions in the general structure of intentionality, negative to-
talization, and whatever also claims universaJ comprehensibility on the
basis of chis generality-are exposed to a semantic indeterminacy for this
reason: they, too, arc at first nothing but elements of a literary operation,
and this indeterminacy can no longer be called a ratio, a reason, a
ground, Or an essence of understanding and language. The Structure of
pure subjectivity is shattered, tbe transcendental function oftbe negative
figure founders, the text as the will to itself and to irs unrestricted
cornmun;cation is splintered. Patbos-including the patbos of an irn-
peranve whose mere perception would already be its pure fulfillment
because. It would tberein express itself as tbe imperative itself and tbe
Imperanve of the self-tbis pathos can at no time escape tbe risk of being
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read as an affected affect, as that pathos affiai about which Rousseau also
speaks in the context of his determination of the language of love. 7

However seriously it may be meant and however painfully it may be
experienced, pathos is always also and always at first an effect of language
and of another language than that of pathos itself. Even the imperative
of negativity cannot therefore be read. No more than the figures of
totalization does the command of their subversion, which establishes a
powerful totality beyond figures and language in the mode of demand
itself, offer a support for the work of understanding. Even this totality
of the imperative of subjectivity is not the entire, absolute one; it, too,
is partial and must collapse under the pressure of another language, of
a language of otherness and, perhaps, of something other than language.
Literary texts devoted to the tension between language and what it is

about are not exhausted by figurative-and in the final analysis, meta-
phorical-discourse and by the suspension of this discourse in the proc-
ess of infinite negation. By repeating the aporias of defiguration, they
also expose another way of reading them: they present themselves as
allegories, as a discourse of another," In ''Allegory au1ie)/' de Man
writes:

7· Rousseau, Oeuvres complCtesJ 2: rS.
8. One of the connecting points for de Man's concept of allegory may well be the one

developed by Walter Benjamin in his Origin of the German MiJuming-Play. Of particular
imponance are the ethical implications Benjamin touched upon in connection with a line
by Sigismund von Birken: «'Mit weinen streuren wit den Samen in die Buchen und
gingen traurig aus' [In tears we scattered the seeds onto the fallow ground and sadly went
away]. Allegory departs empty handed. Absolute evil, which it cherished as abiding
profundity, exists only in allegory, is only and alone allegory; it means something other
than it is. And indeed it means precisely the non-being of what it represents" (Gesammelte
Schriftm, I: +06; cf. The Origin ofGemum TragicDramll, 233, trans. J. Osborn: [Ne.'"v
York: Verso, 1977]). In the essay "New Criticism et nouvelle critique" first published 10

1966, de Man already cites a part of this passage (see the English version, ~Form ~d
Intent in the American New Criticism" in Blindness and Insight, and ed. (Mmneapolis:
University of Minnesota Press, 1983), ;5; hereafter, UBI?" For a more detailed ~scussion
of this and other points, see my introduction to the German transla~on of sections from
Blindness and-Insight entitled "Unlesbarkeir" in Paul de Man,Alkgonen des Lesens (Frank-
furt am Main: Suhrkamp, 1988), 7-26. Heidcgger's formal characterization o~the arrwork

. . frh d ~l__ stresses that It says some-
as allegory, In accordance with the etymology 0 e wor ,au;u.. "
thi . h d f i tao'on~ thing_likesubsrance; The
109 other than the mere being-at- an 0 Its represcn ,

. but i mething other than the mereartwork is to be sure a thing that ISmade, ur It says so .' _~;!".
. .' , . bli tho other than irself rr marurcststhing Itself, aJW agomm. The work makes pu c some 109 ,
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The paradigm of all texts consists in a figure (or a system of figures)
and its deconstruction. But since this model Cannot be dosed otfby a
final reading, it engenders, in irs turn, a supplementary figural suppo.
sition which narrates the unread ability of the prior narration. As dis-
tinguished from primary deconstructive narratives centered on figures
and ultimately always On metaphor, we can call such narratives to the
second (or third) degree allegories. Allegorical narratives reli the story
of the failure to read .... [They undo] both the intelligibility and the
seductiveness that the fiction owed to its negative rigor. (AR, 205)

With the "supplementary figural superposition" presented by allegory,
the literary text does not attain a genuinely new dimension oflanguage,
structurally superior to 'the prior ones; rather, it expounds and repeats
the aporias of the previous level; "the allegory does not erase the figure.
Allegories are always allegories of metaphor and, as such, they are always
allegories of the impossibility of reading-a sentence in which the gem-
tive 'of' has itself to be 'read' as a metaphor" (AR, 205; my italics). ThIS
"unreadable" genitive can be read in the following way: allegories are
always allegories of the metaphor "metaphor" and thus allegories of the
translation of precisely that which must resist all attempts at translation,
because there is no certain criterion for its translatability into a proper
or literal meaning. Allegories are always allegories of the untranslatabil-
ity and therefore of the unreactability of that which, as a translation,
asserts its absolute readability, and yet they repeat the very same herme-
neutic failure they denounce by remaining allegories of unreadability and
thus clinging to their genealogical or epistemological relation to the
altogether nonrelational. Repetition is the repetition of an error: it does
not JUStifYthis error and does not raise it to the ranks of truth but is
itself an aberrant repetition and an error about the status of repetition
itself. For the repetition does not repeat; it "repeats" the unrepeatable,
untranslatable, ametaphoric only by adding another such to it (de Man
uses the term superposition), by altering it, by referring to it as to another,

something other; it is an allegory» ("Der Urspnmg des Kunsrwerks," in Marrin Heideg-
ger, Holzwege [Frankfurt am Main: Klostermann, 1950],9; cf. 'The Origin of the Work of
Art," in Poetry, UlnBuage, ThoughtJ trans. Alben- Hofstadrer (New York: Harper & Row,
197

1
1,19-'0). It is r<m"kab1c that Hedegger does not return to the motif of allegory in

hiS essay on the artwork; evidently, his entire effort must amounr to the exclusion of
rhetorical concepts, which for him promulgate certain metaphysical naiveties.
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and by referring to it in another mode than that of translation, substi-
tution, or even the mode of reading modeled on the pattern of mimesis.
Reading now proceeds allegorically: not as allegoresis, which interprets
the figures of a text as something other than they literally mean, but as
an allegoresis of precisely that alJegoresis as that which reading rhernati-
c,allybecomes in its texts- hence as a sheer process of its "own" altera-
non. Reading does not therefore read; rather, it "reads;' as de Man
writes, putting the word in quotation marks. It is the reading "of"
unreadability, suspended between what it is and has to be) on the one
hand, and its incapacity to be itself, on the other. The language of
reading is therefore another language, perhaps something other than
language, in any case a "language" that does not manage without a
distancing through quotation marks: a "language" "of" "language"
As de Man shows, the negative synthesis attempted by allegory-r-a

synthesis through which allegory distinguishes itself from the merely
mechanical execution of the metonymic model-goes along with an
alteration of both the thematic subject-mattet and the tonality of the
text. The work of negation, carried out on the figures by pathos and on
pathos by its figures, is always already subject to a linguistic imperative
demanding the proof of its own truth-value in another sphere and, pref-
erably, in the sphere of practical action. Although the decision about this
truth-value must remain suspended, it is "the way abroad"-for both
Rousseau and Proust-which makes this epistemological imperative
into a practical one as well. But because the epistemological decision must
remain suspended, the practical intention is released from the intention
toward truth and establishes its independence in allegory: it becomes
edifying, instructing, demanding, ethical discourse. Allegorical texts are
imperative.
In one of the central passages of Allegories of fuading, in "Allegory

Oulie)J" de Man writes:

The concatenation of the categories of truth and falsehood with the
values of right and wrong is disrupted. , .. We call this shift in econ-
amy ethical, since it indeed involves a displacement from pathos to ethos,
Allegories arc always ethical, the term ethical designating the structural
interference of two distinct value systems, ' . , The ethical category is
imperative {i.e., category rather dun value) to the extent that it is
linguistic and not subjective, ... The passage to an ethical tonality does
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not result from a transcendental imperativebut is the referential(and
therefore unreliable) version of a linguistic confusion. Ethics (or one
should say, ethicity) is a discursive mode among others. (AR, 206)

Allegories do not merely thematize the incapacity of language to verify
its assertions by its OWnmeans; with the characteristic gesture of the
~'nevertheless;' they suspend all epistemological uncertainties and be.
COmedemands-demands that do not themselves correspond to any as
yet existing reality but whose fulfillment is supposed to confirm their
truth-value and grant them legitimacy. Allegories are not actually epIs-
temological figures, for they yield no knowledge and in fact originate 1!1

an epistemological obstacle inherent to the strucrure of language; but
they are figures disposed toward possible knowledge and future verifica-
tion. Nor are allegories moral figures, for they do not necessarily preach
determinate conventions of behavior and values that would be themati-
cally preformed within them; but they are figures constructed within
the perspective of the formal pOSSibility of a universality of action. And
above all, what first determines the gesture of allegory is this: they must
be COnstrucred; they are nor random posirings of an empirical or fictive
subjecr but are necessary expositions of a determining trait of language
itself. This trait is the referential function. No statement can exclude the
possibility that, with it, somedllng is meant. Where the unensurability
of the semantic COntent of language itself becomes the theme of state-
ments-and this happens in allegorical texts-its referential function is
not extinguished but is, rather,related to the possibility that what is said
is nor simply without meaning but has a meaning that remains still
unredeemable: the possibility, therefore, that what is said is not not
meant as Such, but only not yet and not sufficiendy meant. In this
relation to its possible being, the referential function of language, emp-
tied of all thematic COntent, steps fOM as a barren, formal constraint. It
is this referential Constraint without referent that presents itself in alle-
gory and in its imperative gesture.

It is nor because allegory makes demands that it is an ethical figure.
On the COntrary: the language of allegory is a language of ethical de-
mands because it itself is requisite and indispensable; it is a language of I
constraint because it is itself necessary; it is a language of compulsion
because it is itself Subject to the structural compulsion oflanguage. "The
ethical category;' de Man Writes, "is imperative ... to the extent that it

I
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is linguistic." The ethical character of language, its allegorical quality, is
not due to a speaking subject prior to language, nor to historically
determined conventions of speaking: its ethical character is not some-
thing that could just as well not be at all, that could be restricted to a
merely conditioned, empirical validity. This ethical character oflanguage
IS not only unconditional- and for this reason de Man is right in calling
it categorical-but is also a character of language itself, that is, a neces-
sary trait that makes language into language in the first place. Language
is imperative. It is imperative because its referential function gives the
directions for possible reference, even ifno referential meaning answers
to it and even though it corresponds to no referent. And only because
language itself is imperative can there be and must there be imperatives
in language, in its figurative structures and in its thematic content. And
only because language itself is imperative can there be and must there
be the categorical imperative. The law of action formulated in the im-
perative is itself subject to the law oflanguage.
It is subject to one of the laws of language. Language is imperative,

and only under its constraint can there be categorically imperative utter-
ances. Nevertheless, language is not a thoroughly ethical formation able
to fulfill its own demands, including the unconditional demand to make
demands. Thus we can understand de Man's assertion, lapidary but
uncommonly rich in consequences: "The passage to an ethical tonality
does not result from a transcendental imperative but is the referential
(and therefore unreliable) version of a linguistic confusion" (AR, 206)-
transcendental, therefore, not as a consequence of a transcendent power
but as a result of a structural compulsion within language, a compulsion
upon which every will, every subject, and every merely transcendent
instance depends. But the imperative in language, in allegory, is still very
much transcendental, and for precisely this reason the validity of de
Man's concluding consideration remains only problematic for now:
"Ethics (or, one should say, ethicity) is a discursive mode among others"
(AR, 206;my emphasis). The ethical character of language-and a for-
tiori of the language of Iiterature-> is not an arbitrary mode oflanguage,
its function interchangeable with others, for it is indissolubly bound up
with the function oflanguage-the referential one-that alone contains
a directive for meaning and can thus first make language into language.
Attention is drawn to this function about a page later in Allegories of
&ading, and this page contains a remarkably parallel formulation, but
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011ewith an opposite sense. The sentence refers to Rousseau, although
its similarity to a whole series of de Man's statements suggests that It
also expresses an insight of his:

His radical critique of referential meaning never implied that the ref-
erential function of language could in any way be avoided, bracketed,
or reduced to being just one COntingent linguistic property among
others, as isPOStulated,for example, in cOntemporary semiology which,
like all POst-Kantianformalisms, could not existwithout this postulate.(AR, 207; my emphasis)

But if the referential function of language does not fall among its con-
tingent properties and is indeed a constitutive structural element of all
language; if it is not therefore simply a function "among others;' then
its ethical function, characterized by de Man as a "referential version of
a linguistic confusion;' cannot, as he maintains, issue into a "discursive
mode among others" (AR, 206). Ethical Propositions and, even more,
imperatives are not incidental COntents of language that are "also" pos-
sible within it "among others;' for they belong indissolubly to the
OCcurrence of language itself.

But the law of language OUt of which ethical imperatives arise, its
ineluctable referential function, is not the only law; its validity is con-
tinuouslycontested by another law: thatoflanguage's figurality. As little
as the referential meaning of statements can be secured, no more can the
directives for reference COntained in the referential function ever be
converted into an imperative that would correspond to these instruc-
tions without residue. Only because the referential function that drives
the imperative in language, in allegory, finds no correspondence in this
imperative can there be imperatives at all, for the imperative means
precisely this: it must, but it cannot be. Because the referential and,
furthermore, the ethical funCtion ofIanguage is traversed by its figura-
tive function, it cannot be determined with certainty whether this im-
perative-and even the categorical imperative_is an unconditioned
one, and so it cannot be determined with certainty if it is an imperative
at all. For this reason, every imperative must remain exposed to the
question of whether it is not merely in the service of contingent authori-
ties and ephemeral experiences. The problem of the imperative, which
de Man places at the center of One of the central concepts of his work,
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at the center of allegory, must therefore remain exposed to the suspicion
that the demand enunciated within it could be, for example, merely
onomastic:a nonobligatory, disconnected effect of his name-de Man.
De Man does in fact touch on the problem of the proper name and of
the connection between name and proper name in one of the sentences
from "Promises (Social Contraai," where he writes: "There can be no
more seductive form of onomastic identification . . . [insofar as] it
satisfiessemiological fantasies about the adequation of sign to meaning"
(AR, 262). And in a passage on the imperative character of allegorical
language, one finds: "Morality is a version of the same language aporia
that gives rise to such concepts as 'rnan'" (AR, 206). Insofar as the
figurative function of language excludes all certainty about whether an
Imperative is an imperative, de Man is therefore justified in saying that
« thie 1CS (Of, one should say, ethicity) is a discursive mode among others"
(AR, 206) after all. The reliability of the one linguistic Jaw is rescinded
by the other, although the latter is itself no more reliable.
Since allegory is always an allegory of the unsecurability of meaning-

and of the unsecurability of the imperative to secure meaning- it does
not offer itself as the object of theoretical consideration but in every case
as a prop in the hands of the ponderer. But because its functions still
remain in effect, allegory speaks and works as praxis (AR, 208-9). Not
10 reflection but as an epistemologically insecure praxis-as demand,
prohibition, instruction, critique, or promise-the language of allegory
relates and refers to the linguistic world. And as a praxis of demands on
the meaningfulness of "symbolic systems," as a critique of their incon-
sistency, and as a promise of a future meaning, the language of allegory
offers to the science of literature the model of its praxis. Allegories, as de
Man describes them, are the texts of that quasi-Iiterary-scientific action
that literature itself contains. If there is to be a "literary science" in a
genuine sense, it must have its acrual ground in the praxis that literature
itself exercises as allegory. Since this praxis nonetheless stands under the
sign of the insufficiency of theoretical statements, literary-scientific
praxis, including that of literary criticism and literary scholarship, finds
in allegory a ground only at the cost of diminished scientificity. However
much it must obey the imperative of referenciality, which offers it the
chance of relating every element of the text and every text in irs entirety
to a possible meaning, the meaning nevertheless cannot serve as a ~orm
of its action, for this meaning is not yet given. Beyond mat, the science
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of literature has to place one reservation on the imperative of refere~-
tiality, which alone contains the promise of a commonality bem:een it

and its texts and the promise that its knowledge is grounded m the
matter itself: it could be figural; the imperative of allegory could still be
the mere allegory of an imperative. The science of literaturemust,.for
the sake of its scientificity, give up its claim of being immediately scien-
tific, and yet it cannot replace this claim with another one: w~thth~tof
being immediately practical. If it, as it must, obeys the aporenc logic of
literary language-and of language in general-it can never be other
than the allegory of the inconclusiveness of its Own project. And It can
never be founded on anything other than an allegorical ground. .
Whatever obeys the imperative of allegory not only says something

other than it means but also says something other than it can say".It
speaks beyond the limits of its Own possibility. Language speaks only in

exposing itself to the possibility of its own impossibility. Language Itself
has no ground, and the ground that it lays down _ by, for example,
positing imperatives_ bears the mark of possible contingency, possible
groundlessness, possible impossibility.
It is not certain that there can be a science of literature, for it cannot

be ascertained that this science can obey the imperative oflanguage and
can produce secure meanings, nor can it be certain that this imperative
is even an imperative and therefore a ground that ever makes secure
meanings and thereby language possible.
A series of consequences arises from the allegorical constitution of the

imperative to which the literary scholarship is subject. Four of these will
be briefly outlined below.

Because the imperative of assigning meaning arises from a law of
language-namely, its referential function-but is yet traversed and sus-
pended in each of its moments by another law of language, the law of
irs figurality, there is no reliable criterion for the distinction between
referentiality and figurality. The imperative, however well it may be set
up to establish the legitimacy of certain interpretations and the illegiti-
macy of others, can never completely legitimate itself, since its rightful
basis, the referential function oflanguage, does not express itself in this
unperatlve WIthOUta stroke of figurality. Contrary to its tOtalizing ten-
dency, it is also an imperative of COllapse,of defection from every prin-
ciple, an imperative of hermeneutic apostasy. Since the figurality of
language holds the arena of its meaning Open to the power of sheer
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contingency, every hermeneutic imperative9 that is subject to its law
must be contingent, an accidental imperative. Not only the connection
between the literal and the figurative sense of an utterance and not only
~e connection between a text and each of its reading but even the
Internal structure of every reading falls under the law of contingency, a
law that never allows its dements to converge in a systematic unity. No
history of interpretation, of hermeneutic principles or exegetical "meth-
?ds" can constitute a reliable basis of unity or a teleological orientation
In the interpretations of literature that would be able to emancipate
them from their erratic character. Every history of literature that at-
tempts to accomplish this emancipation still acts as the agent of law and
order. But if such a history is to be scientific, its task is to articulate
precisely this erratic character, which is just as much its own character as
that ofliterature. The imperative is an imp of the erratic. The entangle-
ment of the imperative in the figures of contingency has this conse-
quence above all: as an imperative, it puts forth a command that, as a
mere figure, it revokes. There is no possibility of strictly distinguishing
between the demand and the countermand, no possibility of deciding
between them. De Man has expressed this consequence with a sobriety
free of illusion: "the intolerable semantic irresolution" that properly
inheres in allegory and its imperative is "worse than madness" (AR,
202)-worse than madness because it is no longer distinguishable from
sense. Like the categorical impcrative, the imperative of literary scholar-
ship-and once again, without this imperative such scholarship has no
chance of becoming a science of literature-is, monstrously enough, to
bring a paronomasia of de Man's own name once more into play, a
demented demand. It is an excessive demand, because it is perhaps no
demand at all. We must speak under the rule of this imperative, and every
gesUlre that literary scholarship can make is subject to it.
A second consequence of the aporetic structure of the imperative

concerns what we may provisionally call the communicative structure of
reading. If the referential movement of language is traversed in each of
its moments by its contingency, then the imperative can be universal

9. "Es giebr einen hermeneutischen Imperariv" (There is a hermeneutic imperative),
Friedrich SchlegeilaeonicaUy noted. Schlegel was one of the literary theorists whom de
Man esteemed very highly; see Zu" Philologie II, § 95; Kritische Friedrich Schlege1-Ausgab

e
,

ed. Hans Eichner (Paderbom: Schoningh, 1981). 16: 69·
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only insofar as it is the imperative of the universality of its singuJariza-
tion. This not only means that the imperative has a unique tone in any
particular case and can make valid demands only for this case at best;
foremost, it means that the imperative, torn within and from itself, is, an
imperative of parting and departing from itself Despite its intent1o~
toward unity and universality, in accordance with its own structure, It
can command only an infinite diversification. It is a truism of literary
scholarship that every text makes possible an illimitable abundance of
interpretations, applications, and reactions, but this multiplicity of in-
terpretative possibilities does not indicate the interpreters' lamentab~e
insufficiency, which might be healed in a messianic moment; rather, It
is a structural effect of the constitution of language itself, an effect that
every project of literary scholarship must take into account. The struc-
ture of language does not simply make different interpretations of texts
possible; it does so with necessity. Polysemy is a necessary possibility of
linguistic utterances. And this possibility is indeed necessary because the
figurative connotations of utterances are not reducible to a single mean-
ing, and moreover because they-perhaps-have no meaning at all.
Only the guaranteed unity (even of a manifold) of meaning could
ground the universality of the imperative of understanding. As a result
of the circumstance that no such unity is given, or if it is, it cannot be
perceived, the imperative of interpretation is the imperative of the un-
limited alteration of meaning bereft of beginning and end. And a text
can impart itself only by virtue of its internal partition and as parti-
tioned. In the eum- of any communication this partaking partition must
already be at work, and only in the partitioning of communication can
the meaning and the interpretation of a text communicate. They com-
municate, then, not at the locus of their convergence but at the place of
their COntingency, which can be localized within no order and which
can therefore never be ascertained or secured. Because self and other are
first constituted by language-and indeed by im-parting language and
by the ~artiti?ning of language-reading is never an intersubjecnve
process In which two Or more already constituted subjects could come
to an .understanding on the basis of a common and, for its pan, already
consntuted language. On the contrary: reading is the uncontrollable
process of imparting the partition that pervades every language along
With everyone who uses it. Reader and text meet in the pause of mean-
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ing-where every possible imparting of communication is interrupted.
When de Man speaks of the text as an allegory of unreadability, perhaps
It should be read thus: it is first and foremost this unreadability, namely,
the impossibility of verifying and universalizing the text's meaning that
compels ir to be read in always differing ways, always in irreducibly
different ways and, at the limit, always as unreadable. The imperative
governing literary scholarship is not the imperative of communication
bur of im-parting. The imperative is imparrive. Only under its command
can scholarship talce parr in literature without falling into the illusion
that it could ever grasp literature as a whole or conceive of it as it is.

A third consequence of the imperative character of allegory concerns
its relation to what de Man calls aesthetic ideology. Because allegory
thematizes the unreliability of its own statements and the impossibility
of the distinct thematization of its own structure, an ideological moment
will always latch onto it. In "Allegory (julie)," de Man writes: "The
question is not the intrinsic merit or absurdity of these pieces of good
advice but rather the fact they have to be uttered" (AR, 207; de Man's
italics). Independently of the intentions of its author, allegory has to
repeat its claim that it refers to an extralinguistic world, although it itself
rejects this claim as untenable. But the compelling repetition of allegory
is a constraint of language. In the same context, de Man writes: "The
reintroduction of the intentional language ... into the allegory is not
itself intentional but the result of a linguistic structure. The entire as-
sumption of a nonverbal realm ... may well be a speculative hypothesis
that exists only, to put in all tOO intentional terms, for the sake of lan-
guage" (AR, 210; de Man's italics). De Man answers the question of why
the language of intentionality must be repeated in allegory, itself essen-
tially a critique of intentionality, in this way: it is in this repetition that
language possibly seeks to preserve or prove itself as language. And it is,

once more, the referential function of language that hypostasizes itself
in the privileging of intention and in the assumption that it would find
fulfillment in a referent. Every science of literature that confOlmds a
linguistic possibility with its unrestricted realization corroborates this
hypostasis, that is, the illegitimate inference from a function to its suc-
cessful functioning. In this way, literary scholarship serves as the agent
of an ideological moment within the structure of language itself. In
"Resistance to Theory;' de Man writes: "What we call ideology is pre·
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cisely the confusion of linguistic with natural reality,of referencewith
phenomenalism."l0 Just as the referential function is not alreadyrefer-
ence, reference, as linguistic referral, docs not alreadycorrespond to a
reality that is not linguistically determined at every point. Instead of
accepting the ideologies of referentiality and mimesis, literary scholar.
ship has to learn from the allegorical structure ofJiterature that language
does not function "according to principles which are those, or which
are like those, of the phenomenal world" (RT, II; de Man's italics). The
science of literaturemust learn from allegory that neither literaturenor
its science operates according to the laws of the phenomenal world, for
example, those of cause and effect (which purs the legitimacy of every
literary sociology and every reception-aesthetic into question); it has to
learn from allegory that literary texts, conceived under the pressure ofa
long philosophical tradition as aesthetics-that is, as the phenomenali-
zation of a substantial reality-cannot be grasped under the category of
the aesthetic. But literary scholarship also has to learn-and what IS of
concern here is not to be sondern/ Zu lemen (but to learn) _ that so long
as it proceeds in accordance with the prescription of allegory, a resi~ue
of the phenomenalistic misunderstanding of literature will also sUIVl:e
within it. It has to consider the emancipation of the imperative from Its
phenomenological implications: for example, no longer to consider it a
commandment that could fulfill itself successively in a stretch of"nam.
tal" time, even if only approximately; no longer to see it as a demand
that makes itself generally and clearly perceptible and comprehensible,
as if with a truly penetrating perlocutionary force; it has to cease to
consider the imperative as the cause of an effect that can persist in the
normative apparatusof a systematic science of literature, provided the
cause is sufficient. The imperative of literaryscholarship can no more be
the object of knOWledge than the movement of Iiterarure it demands to
read, for all knOWledge depends on the unrestricted functioning of
linguistic phenomenalization. But it is still imperative- not because it
could be secured, understood) and presented as universally operative,
but because the imperative remains the mode in which language relates
itself toirs poSSibility and the possibility of irs interruption. Since this
poSSIbility can never come up in language except as a possible reality,

~o.~u! de Man, The RairtRrJU to 111tqry~ foreword by Wlad GocI2.ich (Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota Press, 1986), !I; hereafter, <eRr'
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there are no means for staving off the delusive effects of the imperative.
Even the language of denomination, still in use when one says "de-
mand;' "law;'"imperative;' ideologically suggests the existence of an
essence that is disavowed by this demand, this law, and this imperative.
Reading is never in the stance of truth, not even when it is certain of its
own imposture. However grear the demystifying power of analytic read-
mg may be, it is never sufficient to prevent irselffrom making ideological
snggestions. But reading does have the power to analyze the consrraints
oflanguage to which it succumbs; it does not, to be sure, have the power
to distance itself, by analysis, ever farther from them-for what would
?e the immobile measure? - but it can distance itself over and over again,
in always new ways, from such constraints. Only in this distancing and
de-stancing, only in this Entjernung, does reading become the experi-
ence of language.

The fourth and perhaps most important consideration, no longer
really a consequence, concerns the relation between the imperative ges-
ture of allegory and its performativc character. The imperative an-
nounces itself in the failure of reference. It is valid as an imperative of
interpretation because meaning can no longer be considered given but
only as given up-as a task. Referentiality persists in the imperative,
therefore, but no longer as a natural or technically installed relation of
language to an object but as the mere possibility of such a relation, and
indeed-this is decisive-as a possibility first posited in the imperative.
But the act of positing-an act that cannot be the action of the transcen-
dental "I" of German idealism since Fichte or, more precisely, the lin-
guistic event of the imperative-is without internal relation to its refer-
ential use, for this linguistic event cannot be the expression of an alreedy
constiruted subject, nor can it ever be the instnunent of its self-canso-
tution. On the level of sheer performance, language is prepredicative,
with no subject or determination, destination or definition; it is Jan-
guage without language, the bate possibility of its determination as
language, without being already destined in a teleological manner to
become language. By connecting the errant performaave force of lan-
guage with the possibility of a direction, an intention, and a t~los,the
imperative, itself still this side of a constiruted langua~e, p~oJeets the
possibility of its constitution; it itself is, if one can speak tn. this m~er,
pre-possible. Every question concerning the ground of thisdetertmna-
tion, as a question concerning a causa fi:nalis~ already moves 10 the space
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that the imperative first opens up. The question concerning the ground
closes down this ground and excludes the insight into the structure of
the imperative, for not only does this question operate with the presup'
position of an already constituted language but, beyond this, it obeys
an epistemological principle according to which the performative
event-the very concern of the question-does not itself exist. The
power of the performarive function of language is always greater than
its referential function. But just as there is no referential function with-
out a performarive one, without the performarive function as such, there
can be no manifestation of this latter function without its diminution,
distortion, and denial through the language of reference. The imperative
of interpretation is the site where the tension between these twO func-
tions of language-which need each other just as much as they are
incompatible with one another-takes place: the functions, that is, of
unverifiable and nonreferenrial positing, on the one hand, and of a
referentiality that knows no more secure ground than the very positing
it contests, on the other.
In every allegory-and all arc, according to de Man's presentation,

allegories of the indeterminabilitv of language-a negative insight
breaks through: there is no constituted language (yet). De Man writes:
"The assumption of readability, which is itself constitutive of language,
cannot only no longer be taken for granted but is found to be aberrant"
(AR, 202). If the asswnption of readability and, with it, of an already
constituted language is aberrant, then there is no language yet and there
can never be language in any other mode than that of its aberrant
assumption. The imperative of interpretation and of meaningfulness is
first and foremost an imperative that can never be epistemologically
grounded in the strict sense, an imperative that there ought to be lan-
guage. It commands nor only "read"or "write" or "understand" or
"speak; bur first of all, in all these demands: "There shall be language,
a language, one language."This Babylonian imperative, the only one
that d.oesnot proceed from a previously given language or other already
const1tute~essences, is the only one with which literaryscholarship-or
more p~ecls~ly,analytic reading-can project a common foundation to
~hareWIthhteratureand with language at large. To be sure, as a science
It can never grasp this ground nor, as knowledge contain it for no
knowledge . ibl ith "

. I~ poSSI e WI out a dosed and completed language,
whereas this Imperativefirstdemands the constitution of a language. In
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always different ways, de Man has indicated the efficacy of this impera-
tive and its consequence for interpretation. "In Reading (Proust):' he
writes: "no one can decide whether Proust invented metaphors because
he felt guilty or whether he had to declare himself guilty in order to find
a use for his metaphors. Since the only irreducible 'intention' [note here
the quotation marks around "intention"] of a text is that of its constitu-
tion, the second hypothesis is in fact less unlikely than the first" (AR,
65). Despite all the reservations about the decidability of this problem,
we read here that a text is not to be understood as an available linguistic
tool destined to help this or that feeling come to expression. Rather, the
text is only to be understood as text in this way: it is disposed toward its
own constitution, and everything that touches upon it-experiences,
feelings, cognitions-is drawn into the movement of its constitution. A
text is not to be read as afait accompli but as a project of its constitution.

"Language" is not to be understood as a given structure or as a
teleological process but as the imperative that there ought to be (one)
language. We do not make use of language without first being in need
of it and therefore demanding it-and with it, ourselves. The apparent
fact that we speak- but do we speak, and is it we who speak? -does not
contradict this assertion, for there is no way of ascertaining that we, as
subjects independent oflanguage, use language instead of being claimed
by a linguistic function. I I Referentiality is a function rather than a con-
tingent possibility that we could simply neglect, because the very possi-
bility of language depends on the imperative demand to engage in its
referential project. Since, however, refercntiality does not imply an as-
certainable reference, and figurality does not imply the reality of the
figure, linguirticity does not imply an already constituted language or
even the unrestricted possibility of its consrirution. Language is not just
possible but has to be. This imperative structure of linguisticity would be
the principle and the project of language itself; it would be its essence
and its substantial form. It would he so-if the referential function were

IT. Some sentences in the first paragraph of "Self (PygmaJilm)" should be read in this
context; they contain, among other things, a confrontation with Hcidegger's under-
standing of man as a property of language: "Bur we do not 'possess' language in the same
way that we can be said to possess natural properties. It would be just as proper ~r
improper to say 'we' arc a property of language as the reverse. The possibility of this
reversal is equivalent to the srarement that all discourse has to be referential but can never
signify its actual referent" (AR, 160; de Man's italics).
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not from its very inception traversed, thwarted, and fragmented by a
referential function that does not allow for a strict determination of a
referent and, before anything else, of language "itself" The collusion
rather than the collision between the positing, the referential, and the
figurative functions corrodes the possibility of language, its subsrance,
and its project. Language must be, but its "must" already means that.It
Cannot be. Speaking-and therefore speaking of language-we are still
speaking before language, beftre its arrival, and do not stop speaking It
away from us.

A passage from "EXcuses (Confessions}" again takes up the line of
thought from the Proust essay:

It is no longer certain that language, as excuse, exists because of a prior
guilt but just as possible that since language, as a machine, .performs
anyway, we hape to produce guilt (and all its train of psychic conse-
quences) in order to make the excuse meaningful. Excuses generate
the very guilt they exonerate, though always in excess or by default.
(AR, 299; my italics)."

lte: have to: this necessity, this compulsion-regardless of the "we" sub-
jected to the compulsion - is a law of language and therefore a law ~or
all those who ate exposed to the capacity ofIanguage to become effective
without regard to meaning. Under this law of language they have to
generate the possibility of its meaning, because otherwise there would
be no language at all, only a heterogeneous chaos of positing acts. But
the meanings that musr be assigned to the blind arbitrariness of these
positings, no matter how consistent they may be, are erroneous, for they
cannot have been "meant" by this never entirely subdued arbitrariness.
De Man, with a decidedness that could harclly correspond more exactly

12. This passage does not contain a plea to dissolve mora] categories like "'guilt,"
"conscience," and "'responsibility." Rather, it is an artcrnpr to clarify in terms of linguistic
theory these categories (and apericnces), their "genesis," and their jndisso/ubiJily. The
~assage .th~reby opens up a possibility of thinking-and practicing-a responsibility that
IS not limited to the domain of conventions OUt, instead, concerns another domain
a1togtther. a domain that canner be subjected [0 this or that supposed instance of security
and the ~e .tyranny of conventions. Language, for de Man, stands for this otherness.
I.have rned to Indi~te how distant these considerations arc from the deplorable produc-
born of the young JOurnalist de Man in a contribution to &spansu, ed. W Hamacher,
N. Hertz., and T. Keenan (Lincoln. Neb.: Nebraska University Press, 19

8
9), ,+38-76.
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to its subject, writes in one of his most radical texts, "Shelley
Disfigured": "language posirs and language means (since it articulates)
~u~language cannot posit meaning; it can only reiterate (or reflect) it
10 Its reconfirmed falsehood':" If however, the first meaning we con-
nect with the arbitrary acts of an absolutely positing language is the
constitution of meaningful language itself, then not only any single
?,eaning but the entire system of meaningful language is deceptive. For
It IS grounded on nothing but an incident, on what simply happens to
come to mind, the eruption of a random event that follows no intention,
?ot even that of its own preservation. And if in the first instance the
Imperative,indeed any imperative, is the imperative of the constitution
of language, which, for its part, can only be established in the trait of a
poSItIng that doubtless allows for the generation of meaning but does
not itself mean anything and thus indicates in language the locus of
spe~chlessness, then this imperative of linguistic constitution and thus
of Its own ground can only be a speechless, a mute imperative. It is
constitutive for the imperative-of language, of interpretation-that it
be traversed and thwarted by the deconstituting trait of the incapaciry
for meaning.

There is thus no foundation of, and no program for, the imperative
that is not undermined by the performative force at work in the impera-
tive itself. For this reason, the intention toward language, which the
imperative links with the uncodifiable act of positing, is interrupted and
ex-posed in each of its utterances, able to alter itself only in always
singularways and capable of"repeatingll itself in every other way. There
is no imperative-of interpretation, of language-that is not suspended
by its inrentionless force. Only where the course of its meaning is ex-
posed is it posited as an imperative. Where the "is" of meaning fails, a
"must" steps in. Where there is no sense as yet, an imperative demand
sets out. N regards the relation of understanding to language and espe-
cially to literature this means that the referential indeterminability of its
assertions does not hinder comprehension; on the contrary, only where
a logical aporia, a radical inconsistency, or a lacuna in meaning opens.up
does the work of understanding set in, and only there does something
of what is true of language communicate itself to this labor. Inde-

13. Paul de Man, Rhetoric of Romanticism (New York: Columbia University Press,

1984),118-19.
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pendently of subjective motives and conventional rules, language's force
of positing makes its first appearance in the foundering of tbe cogrunve
intention toward language, and it does so with necessity, imperat~ve1y.
And along witb tbis force, piercing tbrough all ideological distortions,
a necessary, imperative understanding arises. In the foreword to C~ol
Jacob's book The Dissimulating Harmony, after showing that all ethical
and aestbetic premises of understanding must be epistemologically le-
gitimated, whereas all understanding that reflects on the critical condi-
tions of knowledge is "productive of its own ethical imperative," de Man
writes:

What makes a reading more or Jess true is simply the ... necessity of
its occurrence, regardless of the reader or of the author's wishes. "~s
ereignet sich aber Das Wahre" (not die Wahrheit), says Holderlin,
which can be freely translated, "What is true is what is bound to ~e
place?' And, in the case of the reading of a text, what takes place IS a
necessary understanding. What marks the troth of such an under-
standing is not some abstract universal but the fact that it has to occur,
regardless of other considerations ... , Reading is an argument ...
because it has to go against the grain of what one would want to happen
in the name of what has to happenw

The "freedom" of de Man's translation lies in his decision to translate
the impact of HOlderlin's gnome into an imperative, into "is about to"
and "has to"-into the formulas for an internal necessity of language.
Th~s ne,cessiry is problematic because it absolutely precedes every
venficanon and is itself unverifiable. And the imperative of inrerpreta-
?on has a problematic necessity, in the etymological sense of the word,
msofar as what it imposes docs not necessarily imply tbe possibility of
Its realizau?n, The necessity of the irnperative- of interpretation, of
langua~e_ls the necessity of a demand for language, for interpretation,
the reality of which has no orher guarantee tban tbe incomplete facticiry
of this very demand. The imperative commands, before all "real" lan-
guage, thar there ought to be (one) language-(one) meaning, (one)

.I....See ~ol Jacobs. The DissimulRting Harnwny: The Image uf InttrpretRfUm in
N~eJ ~ ~rt4UdJ Rtui Bmjamin, fore:word by Paul de: Man (Baltimore: JohnsHopkins University Press, '978), xi,
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interpretation. It does not speak properly. It is, in every sense, in advance
of language. It is-and its being is-a problem.

The proleptic trait of the imperative turns it into a law - a law of
language, no longer simply the law of its referentiality or its figurality
but of a specific performarive mode. In "Promises (Socia/. Contrsa), " de
Man writes: ''All laws are future oriented and prospective; their illocu-
tionary mode is that of the promise" (AR, 273)." Language itself is prom-
ised in this law of language. In the imperative, language is "foresworn;'
"forespoken.' spoken in advance of itself, spoken before it, as consti-
tuted, can speak. De Man did not always accurately assess this fore-strUc-
ture of language, which was perhaps first worked out in the romantic
theory of irony. In his 1969 essay, "The Rhetoric of Temporality; he
writes of Starobinski's and Szondi's presentation of irony: "In temporal
~erms it makes irony into the prefiguration of a furore recovery, fiction
into the promise of a future happiness that, for the time being, exists
only ideally" (BI, 219). While de Man aptly criticizes the assumption that
romantic irony is a disguised form of messianism, the global nature of
his critique does not do justice to Szondi's characterization of the tem-
poral mode of irony, although the latter partly misses its mark as well.
In "Friedrich Schlegel und die romantische Ironic" Szondi writes:
"durch Vorwegnalune der kiinftigen Einheit, an die er [the one who has
succumbed to self-division] glaubt, wird das Negative fur vorlaufig erk-
lart, damit zugleich festgehalten und umgewerret?" De Man translates:
"the negative is described as temporary (vorliiufig}," and he adds the
following commentary: "Contrary to Srondi's assertion, irony is not
temporary (vorlauJig) but repetitive, the recurrence of a self-escalating
act of consciousness" (BI, 219-20). ''Temporary''is doubtless one of the
possible translations of vorlaufig and corresponds exactly to the meaning
that the word assumes in the context of the sentence cited; but Szondi
takes up this word again on the same page of his text, in the appendix
"Dber Tiecks KomOdien," and there he does indeed grasp this word

15. In a remark appended to this sentence de Man writes, "In the Gme~lo!!yofllf°rtUr.'
Nietzsche also derives the notion of a transcendental referent (and the specificity of man )
from the possibility of making promises:' See "The Promise of ~re~re~tion~~ this
volume. Jacques Derrida has discussed in derail the motifofprom1s,mg lfI.hISMtffWtm.-
ftr Paul deMan (New York: Columbia University Press, 1986); see, In parocular, me rhird

section, "Aets- The Meaning of a Given word" 91-173·
16. Peter Swndi, Schriften (Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkarnp, T978), 1.: 2-5.
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according to a meaning that, although it remains out of c~~ideration
in de Man's translation and commentary, all the more legitimates ~e
precaution with which he lets this word, decisive for his critique, per:slst
in the original German even after he has translated it into Englrsh.
Szondi writes:

Romantic irony grasps reality as a something provisional [~n Vor~
liiufiges] and for its parr brings forth only the provisional [Vorliiufiges J.
In the dramatic world of forms, it is the prologue whose mean~~gIS
provisionality [Vorldujigkeit). ... _Life is to be shown in irs provIslo~·
ality; the prologue is shown in its finality. The question of whether Its
meaning is immanent in reality, if it is already serious or only for~.play
(Vor~spielJ,something provisional that is to be endured playfully, IS n~t
discussed in a concrete situation; rather, the point of departure IS
already a prologueY

But if the fore-play offered by the prologue as the dramatic form of
provisionality is "final;' then the "future unity" of reality and ficoon,. the
"future unity" of the subject and object of the divided I's self-reflection,
is possible only in the mode of its ironic "anticipation?' The site of the
future is its prologue, the site of unity is division. The "fore" has taken
leave from the \Cafrer:'provisionality is absolute, the future of happiness
is nowhere given but in its promise.
By uncovering the fore-structure of language, de Man inAlleforie: of

Reading also discovers the complicated rift between two functional trarrs
oflanguage: it is the sheer, nonreferential speaking oflanguage that in
its positional violence rips apart the web of its meanings and even breaks
open the system of negative semantics first crystallized in allegory. Yet
these meanings, however negative they may be, owe their existence to
the noninrentional positings that disrupt them. If meanings could be
posited and positing acts as such could be meaningful, there would be
a transparent, communicative, and universal language; there would no
longer be language, only a code without the open arena of indetermi-
nacy l~ which tropes move, only the terror in which everything said is
one WIth mearung and everything meant is one with its effects. A rno-
menrary positing act is dOUbtless to be thanked for meaning, but such
an act IS to be thought without an intentional relation to this meaning.

17. Peter Szondi, Sdrriften~ 2: lS.
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Ameaning can be tied to a positing only afterwards, post positionem, and
so It can never be epistemologically legitimated before the authority of
the sheer speech act. The connection of a meaning to an act has no
ground in this act itself. The synthesis between positing and meaning
has the character of an arbitrary position-an "imposition;' as de Man
says, taking this word from Shelley-and this synthetic accomplishment
must fall apart in the face of every claim to universality, for it can always
be irrelevant for another, no Jess arbitrary or aleatory, synthesis of act
and meaning.
All imperatives are at once posirings and demands. N demands, they

areoriented toward the future, intentional actions that contain the meas-
ure ~ftheir consequences and thus present themselves as paradigms of
an ~storica1 sequence of actions. As positings, imperatives are nonin-
rentional linguistic events that escape temporal or historical sequences,
f?f they occur this side of the polarity between accident and determina-
non, As posirings, imperatives therefore cancel the claim to correspon-
dence that they raise as demands. Since, however, the claim cannot waive
its status as a positing, every imperative and furthermore everything that
may stand under it and follow from it must carry the index of its inade-
quacy and unrealizability, the index of its impossibility.

It is this impossibility that "Promises (Social Contract)" elaborates in
the figure of the law and its positing, thus in the imperative and in the
illocutionary mode of promise implicit in every imperative. The impera-
tive of language, of reading, considered as an act directed toward the
future, contains the promise of a future language, a future under-
standing, in such a way that the formal conditions of all individual acts
of understanding are outlined in this project. It announces for the future
what cannot be performed in the present. Now, however, a consequen-
tial complication emerges as a result of the transcendental status of such
a project: the performative act of promising a possible understancling
must be structured as an epistemologically illegitimate rhetorical figure,
as meralcpsis, in order for it to be carried out at all. For what is an-
nounced by the promise only for the furure-a possible under-
srancling- is asserted to be already effective in the present. The rhetorical
figure of confounding a future with a present, which is at work in every
logic or dialectic of presupposition and, in another manner, also in the
hermeneutic circle, is unavoidably a figure of deceit insofar as that which
it innplicitly states to be present can be disclosed only by the ilJocutionary
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act as futurial. So the constative moment of disclosing a possible under-
standing is not only in constant conflict with its performativ~ ~~_
tion-and thus makes the establishment of the law itself into an illegiti-
mate aet-but this unavoidable and irreconcilable conflict within the
original constitution of understanding becomes valid as an en~css s~-
pension of this very constitution. The interlacing of constatrve WIth
perfotmative brackets both: the presupposition of a possible under.
standing could be formulated only under the condition that It IS gl:ren,
and its givenness only under the condition of its presupposition. Since
neither of these conditions can be without the other and since, in turn,
neither can already be fulfilled when the presupposition is asserted, every
project of a possible understanding remains a fiction that can ~ei~er be
probed nor verified. The project remains suspended in the proJecnon-
and the fundamental operation of hermeneutics will never have offered
a secure ground for individual acts of understanding, since it cannot
verify its Own performance. The promise, as primordial project o~ un-
derstanding, can always only promise its possibility but never carry Itself
out as a genuine promise. The performative act of the imperative-of
language-and the forms of speaking and understanding that depend
on it remain suspended. 18

The promise promises itself-this always means that the promise, in
an as yet unconstituted language, does nor yet speak; it only promises
its own future. The promise does not therefore promise. Language, for
de Man, is JUStsuch a promise. Heidegger's apothegm (Vie Sprache
spricht»-"language speaks"-stili courts the misunderstanding that
there is an already constituted language and that this language could
correspond to its Own Being. In an, as it were, objectively ironic com-
bination of Heidegger's sentence with the vocabulary of Freud, de Man
Writes at the end of his essay on promises: "Die Sprcu:he verspricht (sicb)"

18. If the.basic linguistic operation of understanding language, ifthe very constitution
~flanguage IS nor only one speech act among others but is the performative, the forma-
eve pM txallenaJ and if this "operation" remains Suspended and thus keeps all irs de-
pendent performativ~ suspended as a resuh of its fore-structure, irs foreignness to
meaf1ln~, and its possible figuraliry, then the "Operation" canner be thought simply under
the rubric of ft:ifu:'nlUiPe alone; mther, it musr be thought as irs condition of formation
and as de-~OnnatlOn., as a pure positing ami as deposing, ex-position-as ajJVmuztive in
every possible sense ~f~is neologism. I have tried to show the necessiry of thinking thisrla~?fthe afformatlve In language-and in politiCS-in an essay on Walter Benjamin's
C~t1que of Violence." See '"Afformative, Snike," trans. D. Hollander WRlter Benjamin's

PllllostJphy, ed. A. Benjamin and P. Osborne (London: Routledge, 19;4-), no-rjg.
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(AR, 277). As finite, language is never already constituted but is always
in the.process of its constitution; it is language always only as promised.
But s~nce its promise can never be fulfilled by itself as promised, this
prorruse, which is also the suspension of language, brackers itself-
l~guage-and confesses, since it is "effective" despite its endless suspen-
510n,despite its impossibility, that it is a failed linguistic performance, a
~arapraxis, lapsus linguae. Language, since it can relate to its own opera-
tion only in the epistemologically untenable figures of prolepsis and
~etalepsis, is a tapsus. And since no imperative, least of all the categorical
Imperative that (one) language has to be, can come out without the
metaleptical suggestion that there is an already constituted language,
every imperative is an epistemological parapraxis. The "ground" of lan-
guage, of understanding, of literary scholarship is- a tapsus.
Every allegory, even that of unreadability, is still a figure of knowledge.

~very imperative-and first of all: "understand!"-is still a figure of
incomprehensibility that, as a figure, remains inscribed in a system of
negative certainty. Bur this tropological system falls apart whenever the
~own negativity encounters in the impossibility of its self·legirimation
its barren, groundless positedness. Imperatives-and first of all: "under-
stand!" and "understand understanding!"-can be meant and under-
stood as demands only if they are already encountered as nonintentional
positings. That they are posited, hypothesin, before all thematization,
formalization, allegorization ~such is their truth, their only unverifiable
truth: "as violent-not as a dark-light, a deadly Apollo" (RR, rI8).
Thus: Es ereitlnet sich aber Das Wahre. The imperative, the promise-no
longer as the promise of a future troth but rather, here and now, as the
true, the unavoidability of its promise: "to the extent that it is necessarily
misleading, language just as necessarily conveys the promise of its own
truth" (AR, 277). One cannot turn away from the force and violence of
this truth, for every tum is already under its spell.
De Man has called this truth of language, the truth of its promise,

irony. At the end of "Excuses (Confessions)," the conduding essay in
Allegories of&ading, he describes the grammatical figure of anacoluthon,
which designates the gap between rwo different linguistic systems, as
irony and, borrowing Friedrich Schlegel's definition, as "perm~ent
parabasis": "the permanent parabasis of an allegory (of figure), that 18 to
say, irony. Irony is no longer a trope but the undoing of ~e deco~stnl~·
tive allegory of all tropological cognitions, the systematic undomg, Ul

other words, of understanding" (AR, 301). No allegory can grasp the
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incidences of irony by which it is disrupted; none can catch up with the
positing violence of the imperative; but each one - for each one remams
exposed to its positing-must undertake the attempt to translate it into
a cognitive content. The allegory of the imperative is the endless labor
of mourning the traumas inflicted by irony. But the imperative i~,as
positing, as ex-position and interruption, itself the irony in whose light
its allegory breaks down.
The science of literature, if it is to have its justification in the structure

of the literary text and in the struerure oflanguage in general, obeys this
duplicitous imperative in every one of its operations. It obeys the ~m·
perarive of allegory, to which it compels the confession of irs foundenng
in always new figures and arguments, and it obeys the ironical imp~ra.
tive that withdraws from allegory every epistemic and legitimating
ground under which there is no foundering and every word, however
erring it seems, fits. Ironically, the imperative-of language, of under-
standing-allows no decision whether it is to be allegorical or ironic.
It is not certain that there can be no science of literature. But if there

were one, literary scholarship and literary criticism would be the last
ones to know it. That it is and has to be-this experience could be
imparted to it always only on this side of the figure of understanding
and its foundering. But no experience other than this one and thus only
the disfiguration of literary scholarship itself could become the founda-
tion of literary scholarship and the basis of a scientific study ofIiterature.
If there were one, then only as the permanent irony toward itself, which
de Man associated just as often with Nietzsche's gaya scicnza as with
madness and with death.
"Envie" and (ICharite" are the two allegorical figures by Giono, from

the arena in Padua) to which Proust's Marcel compares the pregnant
maid in his parents' house. Like Giotto's figures, so heavily weighed
down by the burden of their emblems thar they can no longer express
the Idea represented in them, the maid is so burdened by what Proust
calls, oddly, "the additional symbol she carried before her belly" that she
can n~ long~r grasp its meaning: "withour appearing to understand its
m~~~~~,~lthOUt anything in her face to translate the beauty and
spmt. Like the reader in the "Seconde Preface" to Rousseau's Julie)
they are all dyslexic (AR, 7~, 202). Through the material force of their
meamng, thesc figures lose all relation to precisely those things to which
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they have been determined to refer in the most intense way: their alle-
gorical meaning. They remain readable only because their "proper"
meaning-KARITAS, for example-is attribured to them by an author-
ial act. These allegories become unreadable because their marerial ap-
pearance always indicates some meaning other than the intended one,
finallyrobbing them of all determinable meaning. "Proust may well spell
out all the letters of LECTIO on the frames of his stories ... but the
word itself will never become clear, for ... it is forever impossible to
read Reading" (AR, 74-).The violence of that which deflects from the
understanding of the figure of understanding, from the reading of the
allegory of reading and, still more, from the reading of rhe allegory of
unreadability-the violence "that sidetracks our attention" (AR, 74) is
not a cognitive force and not a force of meaning, not even a force of
language but, rather, a force of their failure: "in the case of Envy, the
mind is distracted towards something even more threatening than vice,
namely death" (AR, 75). The sentence in Prousr ro which de Man's
paraphrase refers, without quotation, reads: " ... that Charity devoid of
chariry, that Envy who looked like norhing so much as a plate in some
medical book, illustrating the compression of the gloetis or the uvula by
a tumor of the rongue [tumeur de la langue J. . . ?'20 The cancer of the
tongue, the language tumor, deflects meaning into a region where there
is no more meaning. Language-of literature and its science-"sans
beaute et sans esprit" speaks only in this deflection of its themes, its
figures, its passions, and errors. It is this deflection, this distraction that
brings about muteness: tumeur de la langue.21 But it is also what attracts
all speaking. It is what makes understanding necessary-and impossible.
One could read the deflection as an imperative of reacting and as an
ironic suspension of the imperative: tu meurs. Or as a provisional end of
reading: tu meurs de la langue.

20. Proust, Rahenhe, r: 81-82; &membmna~ I: 88.
21. As I was writing this essay in April 1985, I knew that de Man had died of a

rumor-s-of course, not of a rumeur rk la langue-but I did not know the fragment of the
last letter de Man had written to Derrida before his death and which Derrida communi-
cated in Minwires-fur Paul de Man. After citing a line from Mallarmes' "Tombeau de
Verlaine't-c'ce profond ruisseau calomnie la mort"-de Man added, "I'aime quand me-me
mieux cela que la brutalite du mot 'mmeur" (Mlnwires, 87)· Derrida analyzes this word
into tu mam and corrunents, as I do here: you die, you must die, you will die and I

condemn you to death, I say to you, you will die.




